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Abstract

It is generally known that accurate model building, i.e., proper model structure selection and reliable parameter estimation,
constitutes an essential matter in the field of predictive microbiology, in particular, when integrating these predictive models
in food safety systems. In this context, Versyck et al. (1999) have introduced the methodology of optimal experimental
design techniques for parameter estimation within the field. Optimal experimental design focuses on the development of
optimal input profiles such that the resulting rich (i.e., highly informative) experimental data enable unique model parameter
estimation. As a case study, Versyck et al. (1999) [Versyck, K., Bernaerts, K., Geeraerd, A.H., Van Impe, J.F., 1999.
Introducing optimal experimental design in predictive modeling: a motivating example. Int. J. Food Microbiol., 51(1),
39–51] have elaborated the estimation of Bigelow inactivation kinetics parameters (in a numerical way). Opposed to the
classic (static) experimental approach in predictive modelling, an optimal dynamic experimental setup is presented. In this
paper, the methodology of optimal experimental design for parameter estimation is applied to obtain uncorrelated estimates
of the square root model parameters [Ratkowsky, D.A., Olley, J., McMeekin, T.A., Ball, A., 1982. Relationship between
temperature and growth rate of bacterial cultures. J. Bacteriol. 149, 1–5] describing the effect of suboptimal growth
temperatures on the maximum specific growth rate of microorganisms. These estimates are the direct result of fitting a
primary growth model to cell density measurements as a function of time. Apart from the design of an optimal time-varying
temperature profile based on a sensitivity study of the model output, an important contribution of this publication is a first
experimental validation of this innovative dynamic experimental approach for uncorrelated parameter identification. An
optimal step temperature profile, within the range of model validity and practical feasibility, is developed for Escherichia
coli K12 and successfully applied in practice. The presented experimental validation result illustrates the large potential of
the dynamic experimental approach in the context of uncorrelated parameter estimation. Based on the experimental
validation result, additional remarks are formulated related to future research in the field of optimal experimental design.
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1. Introduction Versyck et al. (1999) have illustrated the large
potential of dynamic optimal experimental design for

During the last decades, considerable effort has parameter estimation in the field of predictive micro-
been put into the mathematical modelling of micro- biology. The classic static experimental approach is
bial dynamics in food products (for an overview see, replaced by (a limited number of) dynamic experi-
e.g., McMeekin et al., 1993; McClure et al., 1994; ments yielding reliable parameter estimates (with
Whiting et al., 1997). These quantitative models are respect to, e.g., uniqueness, decorrelation, confidence
used to predict food safety and shelf life and to intervals). Observe that this is a one step procedure,
develop safety assurance systems for the production, i.e., the parameters are estimated directly from
distribution and storage of food products (in the population density data. Besides a reduction in the
context of Hazard Analysis and Critical Control number of experiments as compared to the classic
Points). Reliable predictions and adequate control of static approach, this novel dynamic approach has the
critical points in a food product’s life cycle are following additional advantage. During a dynamic
indispensable and largely determined by the quality experiment, the microorganism is forced to reveal
of the model structure and the model parameter more pertinent information concerning its dynamic
estimates. behavior. Since this information is included within

Model building consists of an iterative process of the identification procedure, the model validity under
structure characterization (i.e., selection of a proper (more realistic) time-varying environmental condi-
model structure), parameter estimation and validation tions is implicitly guaranteed. As a case study to
(see, e.g., Ljung, 1987). High quality, informative illustrate the methodology, the design of a (dynamic)
experimental data constitute a necessary condition experiment to obtain uncorrelated estimates of the
for accurate model building. Proper structure charac- parameters of Bigelow-type inactivation kinetics is
terization and parameter estimation are only guaran- elaborated and illustrated with a detailed simulation
teed if the (noise-corrupted) experimental data con- study.
tain sufficient information about the process. Ob- The main contributions of the current paper are the
serve that the amount of information hidden in the following. First, the methodology of (dynamic) opti-
experimental data critically depends on the ex- mal experimental design is applied to estimate the
perimental conditions. It is therefore of utmost parameters of a microbial growth kinetics model as a
importance to carefully design and optimize the function of temperature. Second, the resulting opti-
experimental conditions (the so-called inputs) which mal experiment is experimentally validated for Es-
will induce maximum information content in the cherichia coli K12. Preliminary experimental results
collected data (the so-called outputs). Optimal ex- are presented to illustrate the large potential of the
perimental design techniques have already been novel dynamic optimal experimental design for
applied to parameter estimation of microbial growth parameter estimation. This promising first ex-
in stirred tank reactors (see, e.g., Munack, 1989, perimental validation of the optimal experimental
1991; Versyck et al., 1997, 1998). design procedure also yields guidelines for future

In the field of predictive microbiology, parameter research in this field.
estimation of so-called secondary models (describing It is well known that temperature may be consid-
the environmental influences on the microbial popu- ered as a major factor influencing the growth rate of
lation dynamics) is usually performed in two steps. microorganisms in food products. As refrigeration is
First, growth (or inactivation) curves are generated often used to control growth of pathogenic and
under constant environmental conditions and fitted spoilage bacteria in food products, accurate growth
with a so-called primary model (describing microbial rate predictions at suboptimal temperatures are of
evolution as a function of time). Second, the re- particular interest. Moreover, temperature variations
sulting primary model parameters as a function of during the distribution and storage of food products
the various environmental factors are fitted with are generally limited within the suboptimal growth
secondary models. This static experimental approach temperature range of the microorganism of concern.
is labor-intensive and time-consuming, especially When other environmental factors are not growth
when dealing with a high number of influencing limiting, the so-called square root model of Rat-
factors (resulting in an increased model complexity). kowsky et al. (1982) can be considered as a suitable
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prototype model to describe the dependence of the primary growth model, e.g., Baranyi and Roberts
microbial maximum specific growth rate on subopti- (1994):
mal growth temperatures (Ratkowsky et al., 1982;

dn Q(t)Smith, 1985; Buchanan and Klawitter, 1992).
] ]]]5 ? m [T(t)] ? [1 2 exp(n(t) 2 n )]max maxdt Q(t) 1 1The methodology of optimal experimental design

for parameter estimation (including experimental dQ
]5 m [T(t)] ? Q(t) (1)validation) is applied to estimate the square root maxdt

model parameters of Escherichia coli K12. The
strain is selected because of its near resemblance — with
as far as growth characteristics are concerned — to ]]]

m [T(t)] 5 b ? (T(t) 2 T )the foodborne pathogen Escherichia coli O157:H7 œ max min

(e.g., Buchanan and Klawitter, 1992). During recent
In the model Eqs. (1) n(t) denotes the (natural)years the modelling of the kinetics of this strain has
logarithm of the cell density N [CFU/ml], n is themaxreceived a lot of interest (e.g., Sutherland et al.,
(natural) logarithm of the maximum population1995, 1997; Buchanan and Klawitter, 1992; Buch-
density N [CFU/ml], and Q(t) is a variable relatedmaxanan and Bagi, 1994). Escherichia coli O157:H7 and
to the physiological state of the cells [units /CFU].other vero-cytotoxin producing strains are of par-
The initial value Q(0) determines the lag phaseticular concern because of the high mortality related
duration as affected by the physiological condition ofto infections (Bell and Kyriakides, 1998).
the inoculum. The maximum specific growth rateHence, the objective of the presented study is the

21
m [h ] as a function of the suboptimal growthmaxdesign of an optimal dynamic-temperature input,
temperature T [8C] — possibly time-varying T(t) —u(t) 5 T(t), enabling the identification of the parame-

T is modelled by the two-parameter model of Rat-ter vector p 5 [b T ] based on a single set ofmin 21 21 / 2kowsky et al. (1982) where b [8C ? h ] is apopulation density measurements, y(t) 5 n(t). Selec-
regression coefficient and T [8C] is termed themintion of the modified E-criterion herewith puts the
theoretical minimum growth temperature. Usuallyemphasis on uncorrelated parameter estimation.
the estimated value of T is 2 to 38C lower than theminThe paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
actual minimum temperature at which growth isthe case study is further introduced. A mathematical
observed (McMeekin et al., 1993).model for microbial growth at suboptimal growth

In this paper, the particular structure of this modeltemperatures, the test-organism and the experimental
is considered to be error free, while the parameterssetup are presented. Section 3 summarizes the main
are to be estimated. Numerical integration of theconcepts of optimal experimental design which are
model Eqs. (1) allows the simulation and descriptionapplied in Section 4 for the design of an optimal
of microbial proliferation under time-varying tem-temperature profile to estimate the kinetic parameters
perature conditions between T and a nearly opti-minin an uncorrelated way. Experimental validation
mal growth temperature.results for Escherichia coli K12 are presented in

Section 5. The conclusions and some final remarks
are stated in Section 6. 2.2. Test microorganism

Escherichia coli MG1655, a wild-type K12 strain,
is used in the present study (Guyer et al., 1981). The

2. Case study: microbial growth at suboptimal temperature-dependent growth characteristics are
temperatures determined in Brain Heart Infusion broth, a complex

rich medium.
2.1. Mathematical description A minimum growth temperature of 88C and an

optimum growth temperature of 408C were assumed
Under the assumption that microorganisms re- in correspondence with the growth characteristics of

spond instantaneously to temperature changes during Escherichia coli K12 ATCC23716 grown in Brain
exponential growth, the square root model of Rat- Heart Infusion broth determined by Gill and Phillips
kowsky et al. (1982) can be incorporated in a (1985).
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2.3. Material and methods The degrees of freedom during the identification
procedure were the initial cell density n(0) and the

2.3.1. Storage parameters b and T . The maximum cell densitymin

Escherichia coli K12 MG1655 was stored as a n was directly calculated from stationary phasemax

freezing culture at 2808C in Brain Heart Infusion data.
(BHI) broth (Oxoid) supplemented with 25% gly-
cerol (Merck).

3. Optimal experimental design methodology for
2.3.2. Inoculum preparation parameter estimation

Starter cultures were prepared by transferring a
loopful of the stock culture to 20 ml of BHI. The Parameter estimation can be formulated as the
broth was subsequently incubated for 20 h at 378C minimization of the following identification func-
under aerobic condition (150 rpm on a rotary tional ) by optimal choice of the model parameterI

shaker). For the dynamic experiment the conditions vector p:
were adjusted to minimize the lag phase. The tf

preculture was incubated for 20 h at 208C, and
T) (p) 5E (y(p, t) 2 y (t)) Q(y(p, t) 2 y (t))dtthereafter for 20 h at 158C. Note that the maximum I exp exp

0specific growth rate observed during the actual
growth experiment will not be influenced (see, e.g., (2)
Dufrenne et al., 1997) by the inoculum preparation

This identification functional (2) computes theprotocol.
(cumulated) quadratic error between the model pre-
dictions, y(p,t), and the observations, y (t), whereexp2.3.3. Experimental procedure
Q represents a square weighting matrix.Duplicate flasks containing 50 ml of BHI were

The question whether or not the model parameterinoculated. Cultures were grown in a thermally
vector p can be (uniquely) identified largely dependscontrolled (temperature programmable) incubator
on the information content enclosed in the available(Termaks, model KBP6151, accuracy 60.18C)
data. In this respect the so-called sensitivity matrixplaced on a rotary shaker (150 rpm). The tempera-
≠y /≠p (i.e., the matrix with at entry (i, j) theture of the cell suspension was assumed equal to the
sensitivity of model output y with respect to smallitemperature of the incubator which was regularly
variations in parameter p ) plays a crucial role. Thesejlogged. Samples were aseptically redrawn at regular
sensitivity functions are an essential ingredient in thetimes, diluted in a saline peptone solution (8 g/ l
so-called Fisher information matrix useful forNaCl (Acros)11 g/ l Bacteriological peptone
analyzing the quality of model parameter estimates(Oxoid)) and surface-plated on Plate Count Agar
(see, e.g., Munack, 1989, for an introduction to the(PCA) (Oxoid) using a Spiral Plater (Spiral Systems,
concepts and the application to biological systems).Cincinatti, OH, USA). Plates were incubated for 24 h

tat 378C and enumerated. f

T≠y ≠y
] ]^ 5E (t) Q (t) dt (3)S D S D2.3.4. Data analysis ≠p ≠p

0Cell density count data (n(t)) were fitted with the
growth model of Baranyi and Roberts (1994), Eqs. Measurement noise is taken into account by choosing
(1). At constant temperature conditions, the maxi- the weighting matrix Q equal to the inverse of the
mum specific growth rate m was considered as a measurement error covariance matrix. It is assumedmax

degree of freedom during minimization of the sum of that the measurements are disturbed by independent-
squared errors between experimental data and model ly identically distributed Gaussian white noise.
predictions. When the measurement noise cannot be modelled

Cell density counts generated under time-varying by a constant noise level and the measurements as
temperature conditions were fitted according to the well as the parameters exhibit considerable differ-
least squares (relative) error criterion (see below). ences in order of magnitude, a relative scaling is
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preferable. Therefore, Munack (1991) introduced the (which is, of course, equal to one). This corresponds
concept of fully relative sensitivity functions: to circular contour lines close to the true parameter

set.
˜ (p8)˜≠y ≠yj

] ]] ]S D 5 ? (4)S D≠p ≠p(y8)k, j k, jk

4. Design of an optimal temperature profile
with y8 the nominal model output generated by
numerical simulation of the model equations using

4.1. Selection of the nominal parameter set
the so-called nominal parameter set p8.

Several optimal design criteria, each of them
An initial guess for the square root model parame-

based on a scalar function of the Fisher information
ters of an Escherichia coli K12 strain was obtained

matrix, have been proposed in literature to quantify 21 21 / 2from literature: b 5 0.05038C ? h and T 5minthe quality of the parameter estimates (e.g., Munack
5.68C (Gill and Phillips, 1985). Optimal dynamic

and Posten, 1989; Walter and Pronzato, 1997). All
experiments based on these values are reported in

design criteria are based on the following interesting
Bernaerts et al. (1998).

property of the Fisher information matrix. The Fisher
The Escherichia coli K12 MG1655 strain used in

information matrix is the inverse of the parameter
the present study is characterized by a set of eight

estimation error covariance matrix of the best linear
preliminary experiments at 15 and 358C, respective-

unbiased estimator yielding the maximum precision
ly. The values of the maximum specific growth rate

of the parameter estimates obtainable by a certain
m (T ) determined for each experimental data setmaxexperiment (Munack, 1991; Walter and Pronzato,
(n(t)) are summarized in Table 1. Identification of the

1997).
square root model on these estimates of m yieldsmaxIn this study, the modified E-criterion is used, i.e., 21 21 / 2the values b50.04758C ?h and T 56.538C.minthe condition number of the Fisher information
These have been adopted as the nominal parameters

matrix ^ :
for optimal experimental design.

l (^ ) During calculation of the optimal experiment, themax
]]]L(^ ) 5 (5)
l (^ ) initial cell density, n(0), and the physiological statemin

3of the inoculum, Q(0), were chosen equal to ln (10 )
The following optimization problem can then be

and 200, respectively. This latter value simulates the
stated:

absence of a lag phase (i.e., inoculation with an
min [L(^ )] (6) exponentially growing population cultured under

admissible u(t ), t[[0, t ]f similar environmental conditions). The maximum
9i.e., minimize the condition number L(^ ) by de- cell density n was taken to equal to ln(3 ? 10 ) andmax

signing an optimal input profile u(t) which satisfies considered as a temperature-independent parameter
all constraints (admissible input). for reasons of simplicity.

If two parameters need to be estimated, the
identification functional (2) can be visualized in a 4.2. Construction of the Fisher information matrix
three dimensional plot. Projection of lines of equal
identification cost on the parameter plane results in a The difference in order of magnitude between the
so-called contour plot. The length of the axes of the model parameters is taken into account by using
(usually) elliptic contours is proportional to the

Table 1inverse of the square root of the eigenvalues of the
Maximum specific growth rate obtained under constant tempera-(in that case two dimensional) Fisher information
ture conditions, i.e., 158C and 358C, respectively (four replicates)matrix. This means that the condition number of ^

21 / 2 21 / 2] ]T [8C] m [h ] T [8C] m [h ](5) is a measure for the shape of the identification œ max œ max

functional in the vicinity of the true parameter set, 15 0.401 35 1.331
15 0.406 35 1.352and thus, a measure for the extent of parameter
15 0.401 35 1.372correlation. Parameter decorrelation is obtained at
15 0.399 35 1.351the optimal value of the condition number of ^
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fully relative sensitivity functions. The Fisher in- tions in the Fisher information matrix, the modelling
formation matrix then reads as follows: errors in the identification functional (2) need to be

weighted by the measured output (relative identifica-tf

1 tion functional).
]]^ 5E

o 2(n (t))
0

2 4.3. Optimization of the temperature input≠n ≠n ≠n0 0 0
] ] ]b ? (t) b ? (t) ? T ? (t)S Dmins d s d≠b ≠b ≠Tmin

3 dt
2≠n ≠n ≠n0 0 0 The condition number of the Fisher information3 4] ] ]b ? (t) ? T ? (t) T ? (t)S D S Dmin mins d≠b ≠T ≠Tmin min matrix ^ is minimized by optimal choice of the

(7) degrees of freedom of the temperature input profile.
For this purpose the NAG-routine E04JBF in FOR-

As we are dealing with a single-input (T(t)) / sin- TRAN (Numerical Algorithms Group, UK) based on
gle-output (n(t)) system and the noise distribution on the quasi-Newton optimization algorithm has been
the measured output n(t) is assumed to be homos- used. When the condition number of ^ reaches a
cedastic (Jarvis, 1989), the measurement noise vari- minimum, i.e., when the time-derivative of the
ance can be represented by a constant value which condition number of ^ equals zero, the experiment
will not influence the experiment design based on the is terminated. This implicitly determines the total
condition number of the Fisher information matrix. experiment duration (t ).f

Therefore, at this level no weighting of the sensitivi-
ty functions of the output by the corresponding 4.4. Optimal temperature input for estimation of b
measurement error variance is needed. The weight- and Tmin

ing matrix is reduced to the time-dependent scalar
o 2 o(1 /n (t)) . The nominal output n (t) is generated by 4.4.1. Constant temperature profile

numerical integration of model Eqs. (1) using the The eigenvalue l of the Fisher informationmin

nominal parameter set p8 and the predefined initial matrix of an isothermal experiment (i.e., at constant
conditions. The sensitivity functions are calculated temperature) approaches zero. As a result, the con-
by numerical integration of their associated differen- dition number (5) tends to infinity, thus indicating a
tial equations (see Versyck et al. (1999) on how to non-informative (i.e., huge parameter correlation)
obtain these differential equations). experiment. An example is shown in Table 2 (first

Observe that when using relative sensitivity func- row) and the upper plots of Fig. 1: for an experiment

Table 2
Parametrically optimized temperature profiles, i.e., yielding the maximum possible parameter decorrelation between the square root model
parameter taking into account all constraints during optimization

Type of Optimal L(^ ) l (^ ) Length ofmin

temperature input temperature input experiment (t )f

Constant T e.g., T5168C → ` → 0 Not informative
21Linear T(t) d51.515E–18C ? h 88.094 8.534E–1 105.58 h

T(t) 5 d ? t 1 g g58.08C
22Quadratic T(t) u51.0228C ? h 3.862 2.862 90.91 h

2 21T(t) 5 u ? t 1 v ? t 1 z v5280.08C ? h
z58.08C

Step T(t) T 58.08C 3.802 2.871 90.89 h1

if t # t t 578.45 hshift shift

then T 5 T T 537.08C1 2

else T 5 T T 512.08C 17.717 6.299E-1 38.56 h2 1

t 526.81 hshift

T 537.08C2
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Fig. 1. Simulation results for a static experiment (T 5 168C, upper plots) and a dynamic experiment with an optimized linear temperature
profile (T(t)51.515E-1 ? t 1 8, lower plots). Left plots: full lines represent n(t), dashed lines represent T(t). Right plots: contour plots of the
(relative) identification functional.

at 168C (left plot), the contour plot of the (relative) temperature input is a prerequisite for uncorrelated
identification functional with respect to the normal- estimation of b and T from a single experiment.min

0ized model parameters, b /b8 and T /T (right The proof is not included here as this would overloadmin min

plot) clearly illustrates the large parameter correla- the current publication. The interested reader is
tion. In other words, small variations of one parame- referred to Versyck et al. (1999) where the Taylor
ter can be perfectly compensated by a proportional series approach is applied to an analogous problem.
change of the other parameter. This result is not
surprising: from a practical point of view it can be 4.4.2. Time-varying temperature profile
easily understood that the parameters b and T The degrees of freedom of several time-varyingmin

(which describe the temperature dependency of m ) temperature inputs have been optimized in the sensemax

cannot be uniquely estimated based on cell density of maximum parameter decorrelation. In order to
counts generated during a single isothermal experi- guarantee model validity, temperature variations
ment. have been restricted to the suboptimal growth tem-

The same conclusion has been obtained based on a perature region (during computations this region has
theoretical identifiability analysis, i.e., the study of been bounded by the observed minimum growth
the model parameter identifiability in a purely mathe- temperature 88C and a nearly optimal growth tem-
matical way assuming perfect data. Theoretical pa- perature 378C (see Section 2.2). Rows 2 and 3 of
rameter identifiability based on a Taylor series Table 2 summarize the results for parametric optimi-
expansion of the output, reveals that a time-varying zation of linear and quadratic temperature profiles.
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Considerable parameter correlation related to the zation of the step temperature profile implies the
application of the optimal linear temperature input is minimization of the condition number of ^ by
indicated by the (relatively) high condition number appropriate selection of the degrees of freedom, T ,1

of ^ and the contour plot of the identification t and T , within the temperature range 8 to 378Cshift 2

functional (see the lower plots of Fig. 1). Lines of (see Fig. 2). The resulting very small value for the
equal functional value form long-stretched ellipses: condition number of ^ indicates (almost perfect)
several parameter combinations yield an equivalent decorrelation between b and T (see Table 2, lastmin

quality-of-fit of the growth model. row, and the upper plots of Fig. 3).
However, practical parameter identifiability is In the context of experimental validation, how-

assured when applying the optimized second order ever, practical feasibility of the computed optimal
temperature input (see the very small value of the experiment should also be taken into account. The
condition number of ^ ). Observe that this profile is growth rate at 88C, for instance, is too low to allow
lower bounded by the value of 88C and upper for a clear distinction between measurement noise
bounded by the value of 378C as explained above. and an actual increase in cell density n(t). In
Hence, the result is a temperature profile where two addition, the predicted experiment duration is quite
phases at constant temperature are connected by a high (over 90 h). Therefore, a step profile has been
steep temperature increase. optimized with the lower temperature bound fixed to

Therefore, optimization of a step temperature 128C during computations. From the last row of
profile has also been considered. Parametric optimi- Table 2 and the lower plots of Fig. 3 it can be seen

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the parametric optimization of a step temperature profile with respect to minimum parameter correlation.
During optimization, the degrees of freedom T , T , and t are allowed to vary freely between the defined lower and upper temperature1 2 shift

bounds, T and T , respectively.low upper
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Fig. 3. Simulation results for optimal dynamic experiments with a step temperature input profile. Upper plots: T 588C, t 578.45 h,1 shift

T 5378C. Lower plots: T 5128C, t 526.81 h, T 5378C. Left plots: full lines represent n(t), dashed lines represent T(t). Right plots:2 1 shift 2

contour plots of the (relative) identification functional.

that the increased value of the condition number Growth of Escherichia coli MG1655 was de-
(thus pointing to less perfect decorrelation) is the termined under the optimal dynamic temperature
price to pay for an experiment of acceptable duration conditions represented in Section 3, Table 2, last
(almost 39 h) where microbial growth can be de- row. Since the time needed to realize the requested
tected. The last profile is therefore used as a basis for temperature increase could not be neglected, the time
experimental validation. instant t (start of temperature increase) was fixedshift

to 26.5 h, i.e., slightly earlier than the computed
value of 26.8 h.

Population density counts (all replicates shown) of
5. Results and discussion of experimental the abovementioned experiment are depicted in Fig.
validation 4 (left). Identification of the growth model Eqs. (1)

on these data yields the following estimates for the
21In Section 3, practical identifiability of the square square root model parameters: b54.00E–2 8C ?

21 / 2root model parameters (b and T ) by application of h and T 55.948C. Further details on the modelmin min

an optimally designed step temperature input is parameter estimates are listed in Table 3.
illustrated with computer simulations. In the present As illustrated by Fig. 4 (left), the growth model
section, the focus is on the experimental validation Eqs. (1) provides an accurate description of the
of this innovative dynamic experimental setup. The population density counts.
experimental setup is described in Section 2.3. The right plot of Fig. 4 represents the contour plot
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Fig. 4. Experimental data resulting from an optimally designed experiment (Table 3, last row). Left: asterisks (*) represent n(t), full line
represents T(t), dashed line represents growth model prediction. Right: contour plots of the (relative) identification functional.

Table 3
Experimental validation result

Experiment design

p8 5 [b8 T 8] T t T t L(^ )min 1 shift 2 f
21 21 / 24.75E–2 8C ? h 6.538C 128C 26.811 h 378C 38.566 h 17.717

Experimental results

p 5 [b T ] n(0) t n t )est est min,est shift max f Irel
21 21 / 24.00E–2 8C ? h 5.948C 9.539 26.5 h 21.552 35 h 8.557691E-2

of the identification functional with respect to the plot and the simulation-based contour plot of Fig. 3
square root model parameters (rescaled with the is striking.
nominal parameter values). As a result, the nominal
parameter values p8 — which have been used to
design the optimal experiment — are represented 6. Conclusions
with the coordinates (1,1). The parameter estimates
p extracted from the experimental data are marked Application of optimal experimental design tech-est

with an asterisk (*) on this plot. Since the nominal niques to optimize time-varying environmental con-
parameter set p8 has been obtained from a limited set ditions for predictive modelling purposes proves to
of preliminary (static) experiments, they can only be bring about considerable benefits. First, since the
considered as a first guess of the true parameter set novel procedure is intrinsically a one step procedure
and the computed estimates p in general deviate (i.e., the parameters are estimated directly fromest

from p8. Nevertheless, in spite of the fact that the population density data), the amount of experimental
experimental design has been performed based on work can be significantly reduced in comparison
the parameter set p8 (and not on the a priori unknown with the common static approach. Second, since
set p ), the great similarity (both qualitatively and during a dynamic experiment the microorganism isest

quantitatively) between the elliptic contours of this excited in a more persistent way, it can be expected
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that more pertinent information can be extracted retained (in this case, parameter decorrelation). Cur-
from the resulting experimental data (resulting in rent research therefore focuses on the following
better parameter estimates). Therefore, model va- items: (i) when is close good enough?, i.e., what
lidity under (more realistic) time-varying environ- deviations from the true model parameter set can be
mental conditions is implicitly included in the pro- admitted for the (iterative) procedure not to diverge?,
cedure. and (ii) how to generate in practice an admissible

As a case study to illustrate and validate this novel nominal parameter set with limited effort.
methodology in the field of predictive microbiology, In the current study, emphasis has been put on
in this paper an optimal dynamic temperature input uncorrelated parameter estimation. In case of pa-
is designed and experimentally validated which rameter correlation, several parameter combinations
allows uncorrelated estimation of the Ratkowsky yield a good fit of a particular experimental data set.
square root model parameters from a single set of However, predictions based on these parameter sets
cell density measurements. It is clearly illustrated can significantly differ and, consequently, result in
how to incorporate in a natural way constraints in erroneous estimation of the actual food safety or
the design of the optimal temperature profile. Such shelf life of food products. On the other hand, it must
constraints originate from model validity and practi- be stated that standard deviation and confidence
cal feasibility considerations (e.g., admissible tem- limits are equally important features with respect to
perature variations within the temperature range for practical parameter identification. Therefore, in fu-
growth, admissible minimum temperature to allow ture research these features are to be included within
accurate growth measurements, reasonable total ex- the framework of optimal experimental design for
periment duration). The promising capacities of this parameter estimation by carefully designing an
innovative dynamic experimental approach are illus- appropriate information content criterion.
trated by the first successful validation result for
growth of Escherichia coli K12 in BHI at suboptimal
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